• Fit Guarantee - Replacing a similar wall oven from GE Appliances or another brand? GE wall ovens are guaranteed for an exact fit or GE Appliances will pay up to $300 toward modifications. See offer criteria and details

• Precision cooking modes - Skip the oven hover, even when cooking the most intricate dishes, thanks to advanced technology that provides step-by-step instructions and automatic adjustments to oven temperatures and cook times for perfect results

• Brilliant touch 7” display - A bright, interactive touch screen makes it fun and easy to program the oven

• True European Convection with Direct Air - Optimize your results on roasts, chicken, turkey and other special-occasion favorites, with the only cooking system that delivers true top-down convection

• No preheat options - Save time with a variety of precision cooking modes that eliminate the need for preheating

• Hot air frying - Achieve crispy, never greasy, fried food results in your oven without the oil

• Anywhere control with remote notifications - Save time by conveniently preheating and monitoring your oven from anywhere using the GE Appliances Kitchen app

• Never-scrub, heavy-duty smooth glide roller racks - Easily remove even the heaviest dishes with a roller rack that’s engineered to glide seamlessly out of the oven

• Self-clean oven with optional Steam Clean - Let your oven do the cleaning for you with two ways to eliminate baked on messes
• Precision temperature probe - Monitor the progress of roasts and meats through the GE Appliances Kitchen app on your smartphone for accurately cooked results
• 10-pass hidden bake element - Even baking is assured with heat that covers more surface area
• 10-pass dual-broil element - Large and small dishes brown evenly with two, full-coverage elements

Have more questions? Please contact 1-800-626-2005
GE Profile™ 30" Smart Built-In Convection Single Wall Oven

Model# PTS7000SNSS

APPROXIMATE DIMENSIONS (HxDxW)
• 28 5/8 in x 26 3/4 in x 29 3/4 in

CAPACITY
• Total Capacity (cubic feet) 5 cu ft

WARRANTY
• Parts Warranty - Limited 1-year entire appliance
• Labor Warranty - Limited 1-year entire appliance
• Warranty Notes - See written warranty for full details

Have more questions? Please contact 1-800-626-2005